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A recent article in one of our daily papers, entitled" Steam i furnace, and the present unusual advantages to workers of 
from Petroleum," evidently the production of an over-san· i glass. 
guine inventor or an imaginative reporter, has brought us I The dangers ordinarily attending the use of this new fuel 
a number of inquiries concerning the use of petroleum as a I have been overcome, in one instance at least, by an in· 
fuel. ! genious and simple device that has been approved by those 

The theoretic calorific power of ordinary petroleum is i underwriters who have had it brought to their notice, thus 
about 16, of anthracite coal 13 , of bituminous coal 15; that, removing an objection which has operated seriously against 
is to say, a pound of petrdeum, with perfect combustion, 1 the earlier adoption of the process. 
will raise 16,000 Ius. of water 1 C Fah., a pound of authracite : Coal tar and the residuum of petroleum are also utilized 

___ O_ ._D __ .M���_. __________ .
A. E. BEACH. coal 13,000" Ibs. water 1°, etc., uut the heating effects depend i in this manner by Iiquefyblg them by heat or mixture with 
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so largely upon the methods of comuu�tion thaI, in ordinary 1 the oil, so that they wi!! flow readily, uut the residuum of 
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I 
Coal oils also are capable of being uSt'd with good results 
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same proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. , use. ! long while at least, be likely to become so limited or its 

rrSlngle copies of any desired numtJer of the SUPPLEMEXT .ent to one 
1 The extreme wastefulness of the methods of using coals' price so high that economy will require any of these sub· ad<lress on receipt of 10 cents. I has long exercised ingenious and scien tific minds in en. stitutes. Remit by postal order. Address 

;\IUNN & CO 37 Park Row, New York. 'deavors to find some remedy; but the best results thus far It is not, by any means, to be supposed that science and 
The Scientific Am.erlcan Supplem.ent I outained by the improved Siemens and Ponsard gas furnaces ingenuity have been exhausted in bringing the petroleum fuel 

IS a distinct paper from the SCIE"TIFlC AMERICAN. 'rHE SUPPLEMENT 1 and the pulverized fuel process show a utilization of but 20 process to its present strong position: it is yet in its infancy, 
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with it, and its former unsatisfactory performance, it has 
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plates and pages of the four preceding weekly Issues of the SC/EXTIFIC 1 ment demanded for the development of its powers as a fuel, one another in the race, but most of them seem to be almost 
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mained which possessed, in a greater or less degree, certain furnace, etc., at tIte Brooklyn Navy Yard, and from general 
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------ --� agent for this purpose; and that an exceedingly large amount: attained in this country. 
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-- -��� plete combustion. i even at its present stage of development, is more worthy of 
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1878. These points were thought to cover all the requirements, ; the attention of all those manufacturers to whom cheaper 

=====-=-=.-=-- ' __ and various styles of apparatus were designed to carry them fuel is a matter of any importance. 
Contents. I into effect, and were experimented with in various places. Cl • II • 

(Illustrated articles are marked withOln asterisk.) 
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Further investigations, however, here, as well as in Eng. in the place of the ordinary voltaic arc. An essential feature 
land and France, determined that the steam jet as used, of the invention is an ingeDlous device for dividing the cur· 
though apparently indispensable for atomizing or scattering rent, and for maintaining 11 constant uniform resistance in 
the oil into spray. greatly interfered with its combustion by the circtlIt, whether the iamps are on or oj!. The light ex· 
abstracting heat from the flame, and that, to be effective, to hibited was steady and brilliant. For the Week endln& Novem.ber 16, 1878. I permit perfect combustion, it should be superheated to so' .. , • , • 
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1 
troleum for coal in the manufacture of glass of iron sleel I compelled the janitor to surrender the keys to the vault and punch steel plates. The ten Inch test. Weldlng Of. steel bOiler plates. I 
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